Basic
roll-up

eco
roll-up

DAZZLETM Basic Roll-up is the most affordable product from our range

DAZZLETM Eco Roll-up is spring loaded ‘roll up’ for single-sided banners

of roll-up displays. Ideal for point-of-sale and point-of-purchase retail

with affordable price. It is packed in a single bag with full length zipper to

applications, as well as many different temporary promotional and

make the unpacking easier.

advertising requirements.
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It is lightweight and
portable, making it ideal
for point-of-sale and
point-of-purchase retail
applications.
*
85 x 200 cm

100 x 200 cm

This illustration is showing
approximate size of the
product only, not the
product itself.

Features

*
85 x 200 cm

100 x 200 cm

This illustration is showing
approximate size of the
product only, not the
product itself.

Features

 Light aluminium case

 Light aluminium case

 Plastic roller mechanism

 Plastic roller mechanism

 Aluminium-plastic feet

 aluminium feet

 Single bag

 Single bag with full length zipper

Whether you are
presenting at
a conference,
convention or just a
meeting, and all you
need is a portable
and easy to use
marketing tool,
DAZZLETM Roll-Up
displays are your
best option.

Blue
Roll-up

RED
Roll-up

Our mid-range DAZZLETM Blue Roll-up is designed for users looking for a

DAZZLETM Red Roll-up is an ideal display to meet high-end customer

reliable display stand designed for regular use.

expectations. Excellent stability with retractable aluminum feet.
Carry bag is padded for its greater durability and for the protection of

A roll-up display
will perfectly fit in
any corner of your
promotion stand,
and after, you can
reuse it by changing
you graphics for a
different promotion.

aluminum case.
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*
85 x 200 cm

100 x 200 cm

120 x 200 cm

This illustration is showing
approximate size of the
product only, not the
product itself.
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Good quality combined
with sensible price make
this rollup display a
popular choice.

*
85 x 200 cm 100 x 200 cm

Features

120

120 x 200 cm

150 x 200 cm

Features
 Thicker aluminium case

 Aluminium case reinforced
with steel plate

 Aluminium roller mechanism

 Plastic roller mechanism

 Stable in all sizes

 ALUMINIUM-PLASTIC feet

 Aluminium feet

 Single bag

 Padded bag

This illustration is showing
approximate size of the
product only, not the
product itself.

New XL
Roll-up

Super High
Roll-up

DAZZLETM New XL Roll-up comes in standard 2m x 2m dimension, or

This giant roll-up banner stand can be extended up to 3m in height. This

super wide 2.4m in width. You can maximize your advertising area with

is the highest roll-up in the range. Super High Roll-Up is very effective

our extra wide roller banner.

banner stand. Considering the available space to put your graphics, your
promotions will certainly be noticed.
Dimensions

200 x max. 300 cm

It is ideal when
you need to make a
scenery, or to cover
a specific part of
the room.

170-300

*
200 x 200 cm

This illustration is
showing approximate
size of the product only,
not the product itself.

240 x 200 cm

Features
 Aluminium case
 Heavy duty roller mechanism
 ALUMINIUM-PLASTIC feet
 Double layer bag

200

Features
 Aluminium case
 Heavy duty roller mechanism
 aluminium feet
 double layer bag
 Adjustable height 170-300 cm

A roll-up display
will perfectly fit in
any corner of your
promotion stand,
and after, you can
reuse it by changing
your graphics for a
different promotion.

This product comes
in different sizes,
and you can even
choose between
straight or curved
shape in each size.

Backdrop
When you need to quickly setup an exhibition booth, place for
presentations, or even background for TV media coverage,

options

DAZZLEtm Backdrop is your smart choice.

3x3
4x3

It pops-up from
a compact
collapsed unit
into an impressive
size display in
seconds. After your
presentation, this
easy-to disassemble
display fits perfectly
in its trolley case.
Features

5x3

Graphics size
3x3 segments

 Portable – easy to transport
 Reusable – simple graphics change

4x3 segments

 Versitile – strAight and curved shape
 ImpreSsive size
 Spotlights come within a package

5x3 segments

Curved shape – 344 x 230 cm
Straight shape – 359 x 230 cm
Curved shape – 414 x 230 cm
Straight shape – 434 x 230 cm
Curved shape – 484 x 230 cm
Straight shape – 509 x 230 cm

Product package
display construction,
magnetic strips, spotlights,
trolley case, pvc sheets,
plastic strips, iron feet

Curved or Straight

Display
Wall
Dimensions

The unique design utilizes 3 retractable cassettes similar to a
retractable banner stand to allow quick installation and dismantle.
The graphics pull down from the top. It can be used at multiple
heights and angles allowing a variety of advertising and display

We can say that Display Wall is a successor of Backdrop and similar

possibilities.

products. It is cleverly designed wall display made of segments
which you can attach one onto another in the length as you wish.

350 x max. 200 cm per set
Once you get the initial kit you can always reuse it for a different
event by altering your graphics.

A portable and modular display
system perfect for exhibitions and
promotional events. Segments are
independent and height adjustable,
so you can even make stepwise
background wall, or anything else
that you imagine.

One segment is made out of two telescopic pillars and the top
central part which acts like a reversed roll-up.

width

1,5 m
width

1m

width

1m

height

Features
 Impressive size
 Retractable mechanism
 Reusable – simple graphics
change
 Portable
 ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 1 – 1,5 – 2 m

1 - 1,5 - 2 m

Modular
Display Set

ideal for creating
backwalls or
booths for
exhibitions and
promotional events.
You can print your
graphics either on
textile or banner
material.

width

1,5 or 2 m

This product comes in segments, and you can merge as many
segments as you desire. It is light weight and easily transportable,
so you can use it for short term events then quickly dissasemble it
and move it to a next location.
Segments can be fixed width of 2m or 1.5m and can be extended
from 2m to 4m in height.

height

2-4m
basic unit

Features
 Impressive size
 Modular – segments can be joined in the
position as you wish
 Reusable – simple graphics change
 Adjustable height 2 - 4 m

With Modular Display Stand
you can make a background
for a promotion or a long
steady wall with different
segments design.

Dimensions

 Portable – parts fit
in their carry bags

150 or 200 cm
x
max. 400 cm
per unit

Eco Promo
Stand

Pop Up
Counter

DAZZLETM Eco Promo Stand is designed for effortless showroom

DAZZLETM POP UP COUNTER is elegant portable counter, ideal for

and event presentations. It is ideal way for engaging with your

exhibitions and events. Elegant design makes it usable alone or in

audience face-to-face.

combination with other trade show displays and presentation systems.

80

Type

30

Type

208
80

39
Features
 carry bag included
 easy to assemble and
reassemble within 3 minutes
 graphics just need to
stick onto the board

128

square type

This promotional
counter is a durable
and functional
display solution.
DAZZLETM Eco Promo
Stand perfectly fits
in carry-bag, and
as it is simple for
assembling and
reassembling you
can easily move it to
different locations.

Shelving space inside the counter
makes it very practical. It converts
from a compact collapsed unit to a
full unit in really short time.

2 x 2 segments

100

45

Features
 Aluminium structure body
 High glossy finished
MDF wooden top board
 Lightweight, portable and durable
 Graphics can be easily
interchanged

 Graphics connected by
magnetic strips
 Structure suitable for
compact storage
 Suitable for indoor branding
 Carry bag included

X-banner
DAZZLETM X-BANNER is extremly lightweight and easy to setup. It
has a reputation for being most affordable option when you need
to display your graphics on many locations at the same time.
Everyone can set it up even without instructions, and after the
event is over, it can easily be put into a handbag for convenient
transportation.
Dimensions

ALU 80 - 120 x 180-200 cm

X-Banners are
frequently used as
retail store displays
and in showrooms

Tripod
Display
DAZZLETM Tripod Display is a double sided display, light weight and
portable, and as such it is a frequent choice for displaying menu
boards in restaurants, or as information table in the corner of shops
or exhibition booths.
Tripod Display is very stable and is quick and easy to erect. Telescopic
pole allows displaying of graphics in size high as 60 x 160 cm.

BUDGET - 60 x 160 cm
LIGHT - 60 x 160 cm
DESKTOP - 20 x 40 cm

poster max height

160 cm

As a double sided
display, light weight
and portable,
this product is
frequent choice
for displaying
menu boards in
restaurants, or as
an information table
in the corner of
shops or exhibition
booths.
Features
 Simple construction
for easy setup

Features
 Simple construction for easy setup

 Light weight
 Double sided

 Light weight

 Can hold different
board sizes

 Can hold different banner sizes

 Bag included

 Bag included

A-Board
DAZZLETM A-BOARD is popular sign stand either for indoor or
outdoor. Because of its simple design and display position on
both of its sides, it is attractive choice for any location and type
of event. A-Board is frequently used for restaurant signs, point of
sale ads, other indoor and outdoor ads, event agenda, information
board, etc.
Poster size

B1 (70 x 100 cm)
B2 (50 x 70 cm)

Windboard
Galvanized back panel to
improve weather resistance,
and cleverly built “click”
frame to hold your graphics
makes perfect combination
for this kind of a display.

DAZZLETM Windboard is a double sided swing sign for displaying printed
graphics, suitable for windy and rainy conditions. It consists of 2 main
articles: frame and the base. Heavy duty spring mounts allow the display
panel to deflect the wind.
Graphics size

60 x 80 cm

A1 (59,4 x 84 cm)

Features

This large free
standing sign features
a fillable water base.
This water base keeps
the display stand
grounded during high
winds and minimizes
theft.

Features

 High quality aluminium frame

 High quality aluminium frame

 Printed graphic is easily inserted or changed

 Printed graphic is easily
inserted or changed

 Adaptable to any indoor or outdoor position
 Anti-reflex PET cover
 Made in Europe

 Adaptable to any indoor
or outdoor position
 Suitable for windy and rainy conditions

Poster
Frame

Window
Frame

DAZZLETM Poster Frame is perfect for displaying your promotional

DAZZLETM Widow Frame allows bi-directional communication. It perfectly

graphics, art, or even your personal photos on the walls. You can

sticks to shopwindows and attracts visitors and people passing by.

change your graphics in seconds by easily opening the snap profile

Sending single or double message, it is up to you.

of the frame.
Type

Square or round corner

This most popular
eyecatching display
brings life to your
message.

Type

Square corner

Features
 High quality
aluminium frame
 Silver anodized finish

A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2

 Variety of sizes
 Light weight
 Anti-reflex PET cover
 Made in Europe

Features
 High quality aluminium frame
 Silver anodized finish
 Variety of sizes
 Light weight
 Anti-reflex PET cover
 Made in Europe
 Suitable for indoor and outdoor usage

A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2

Beach
Flags

max height

These products are made
of high quality fiberglass
which provides flexibility and
resistance to all weather
conditions.

5.21 m

min height

1,97 m

Beach Flags - DazzleTM Tear Drop Banner, DazzleTM Square Shape
Banner, DazzleTM Shark Fin Banner - product range brings three
most popular beach displays to you in a different way. Choose

These banners are popular form of outdoor advertising,

between shapes and assemble the banner in the size that suits

although they are often seen indoors at trade shows and

you best thanks to its modular construction.

conferences. With the popular design and print visible on
both sides your graphics on these products will certainly
be noticed. The pole is flexible and it can move along

Choose the base for soft or hard surface.

with the wind.

*

Durable, strong and flexible tip

max height

max height

min height

min height

6.10 m

5.71 m

2.14 m

2.19 m

Shark Fin Shape

Tear Drop Shape

 14 different sizes

 13 different sizes

 Height after installation 2,14 - 6,10 m

 Height after installation 2,19 – 5,71 m

 Various bases available

 Various bases available

Square Shape
 12 different sizes
 Height after installation 1,97 – 5,21 m
 Various bases available

Telescopic
Flag Pole
When you need to be seen at outdoor events, choose
DazzleTM Telescopic Flag Pole for the best exposure.
Pole heights

500 cm, 1000 cm

Adjustable height and
strong base makes it a
perfect combination to
create the promotion like
you imagined.

www.dazzledisplays.com

Features
 Robust design
 Fillable base
– water or sand
 Telescopic construction
 Easy assembling
Need to get in touch with your local DazzleTM distributor?
Contact sales@dazzledisplays.com

